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About This Game

A moody tale that combines the intrigue and atmosphere of a Raymond Chandler novel or Humphrey Bogart film with classic
point-and-click adventure gameplay, Face Noir follows private eye Jack Del Nero as he’s falsely accused of murdering the man

who left a little girl in his protection.

As Jack tries to figure out the identity of the girl and clear his name, the disillusioned detective finds himself up against a city
infested with corruption and economic uncertainty. The more he uncovers, the more he discovers about the darker depths of

human nature.
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Absolutely superb!

This si an amazing experience with some great music and writing. I loved how Shakespeare had been interpreted into a
psychadelic voyage.
Given the poor reviews on Steam, I was stunned how much I actually enjoyed this. Listening to some great music straight from
the early 80's while watching trippy graphics and absorbing one of the best takes on The Seven Ages of Man was fab..
Surprisingly good game! Tried it after Nevrosa: Escape and can't figure out how it could fly beneath my horror-radar! Do not
add anything to the original story, but gives some good emotions. Must try if you like horror agames!. I wanna see more themed
DLC for Slayaway Camp!!!

Keep up the great work!. no sound. icons don't work. re-installed but no joy. played for a while but not the same without these
items. checked forums but very little help available. been on their site but game not there ??? asked for refund. This isn\'t a
bad game as long as you realize that it\'s the older style of game. By that, I mean it\'s exclusively hidden object scenes held
together by a tenuous plot. If you enjoy HO scenes and aren\'t put off by the lack of flourishes that most modern games of
this genre have in plenty, you\'ll probably like this.

While I prefer the newer games with more plot, puzzles, achievements, and extras, I did enjoy this. The addition of tools to
help find certain items (an archaeology brush, a hammer, etc.) and some very minor inventory management added some
variety. When I say \"minor\" however, I do mean that; the extent of inventory interaction doesn\'t go much farther than
\"pick up a shovel and then dig a hole with it\" sorts of things.

Overall, with four hours of playtime (give or take, depending on if you go back to \"master\" scenes) and at only $4.99, this
is a decent buy for people that like old-school \"cluttered room\" types of hidden object games.. dis game is 2 ez.

Nah seriously, this is a good and fast game. However, be prepared to suffer, my brain is hurting for the Nightmare Mode.
Even if I don't win the cash prize, I'll finish the game, no matter what. I hate when a game is laughing at my face.. This was
the best of the trilogy. Absolutely brilliant. Controls are a little funky but once you get used to them, it fits.

You can think of the star wolves series a lot as a squad based homeworld.
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Bought this for 2 friends and me. On my high end system it does not start single player somehow when i click.
=(. Cute little interactive book.. This one was a little more annoying than some of the other Nancy Drew games, a little slower
paced, but ultimately I enjoyed it. Worth it if you get it on sale for cheap.. Prepare to die a lot.. The same as the last one. More
maps for a overall great game.

You could get it when its on discount, though. Just a suggestion to help you save your shekels.. Well, this thing worth even at full
price because it is not that expensive.

If you like Nekopara series then you shall watch this one or play Nekopara Extra.
because who don't want to watch the adorable catgirls when they are still kittens.

Although I wish the video is longer tho. (or become a series instead)

No op song, only have ending song I sad >.<. I love the idea of it, the classes, the skills, the builds, the weapons, the enemies, but
there are just too many bugs. I ended up fighting to level 30, getting to the final mission, gaining my FIRST TWO legendary
guns, only to experience an unresolveable game breaking freeze bug in the final battle, with no way to either win the battle or
even abort mission. And message board searches state the devs could never figure it out. So I get to load my save and stare at my
two new sweet guns without ever being able to upgrade them or even see what they do, let alone finish the game and progress
further in harder difficulties. I'd rather it be a junk game that I know I should quit early than it to get my hopes up and make it
so far only to break.. Decent, but flawed.

The Blitzkrieg engine is not very suitable for the first world war as the original game had a heavy emphasis on tank warfare.
This means that tanks are present in most scenarios, which is historically very inaccurate, especially in early war missions. Tanks
are definitely a necessity for the gameplay to be somewhat engaging, but this just means that WW1 was probably a poor choice
due to the static nature of the actual war with vehicles being mostly undeveloped.

While playing I often felt very frustrated at the slow tactics the game requires you to use with constant slow advancing, using
binoculars, artillery fire or repairing vehicles. It also feels like some of the functionality of the engine has been lost as your units
often fail to act.

Still, it's a decent (somewhat arcady) strategy game and worth a look at this price - especially, if you have played Blitzkrieg and
enjoyed it.. Basically what you are getting are premade buildings. If you tried to make your own buildings out of the tilesets
provided you would be severly limited as there are very few intermedate blocks to allow for extension. The quality is good and
they are nice looking tiles that i feel mesh well with the standard tiles but wasn't what i expected.
If you are looking for tiles to make your own buildings this is NOT the dlc for you. If you just want the buildings premade and
ready to go, then go ahead and get this dlc. though i recommend getting it on sale. there isn't much to this dlc.
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